Top 10 flower pots
1.

2.

1. Re-use:
How cute is this! Make this little pot
yourself – using river rocks and
some chicken wire – perfect for
a country garden, or even a very
industrial space.

7.

8.

2.	Antique:
Who doesn’t love sitting in a backyard
looking at these romantic pots. Perfect
for your herbs, flowers, or small
shrubs. So feminine, always a great
way to incorporate your style. You can
find these at Pottery Barn.
3.

4.

3.	Laser Cut Metal:
My favorite find this year! These come
in various sizes and patterns, what I
love most is you can use the bottom
portion as ambient lighting - love this!
Find these at Bysteel.com

4.	Stainless Steel / Chrome:
Modern in both concept and material
– attached ground plate reflects
the sky and defines this planter as
artwork. Truly a statement, can be
found at allmodern.com.
5.
5.	Whimsical:
Why not? This is such a fun piece
– if your home is all about glamour
or you want some plants on your
high rise balcony – this is perfection!
Giddyspinster’s can be found at
etsy.com.

I love summer.
Summer to me means
lots of flowers.
To help you get more,
I’ve compiled a top
10 list of exterior
flower pots.
If these don’t inspire
you, then think
outside the box and
look at objects
differently - like old
tin boxes, barrels,
tree trunks, etc.

6.

6.	Subtle Shapes:
I love lotus flowers and orchids – pure
serenity that brings calm and soothes
the daily stresses away. This organic
shaped flower pot would definitely
make it into my personal garden.
These specific shapes tend to be by
special order only or found at antique
shops. If you find one, let me know!

9.

10.

7.	Texture:
Look for interesting textures, mix it
up for a chic mix of sizes and shapes.
Place them on your table, along the
deck, mix them in with the shrubs in
your flower beds. Inside or out, these
textural pots are sure to please you
year round. Found at potterybarn.com

8.	Bold:
Don’t want to deal with potted plants?
Go bold with these gorgeous oversized
pots! Collect them paired with uplights for optimum affect – even add
a water feature. What a gorgeous
way to accent your yard. Look to your
local landscape supplier for unique
art pieces like these, some can even
special order in for you.

9.	Terracotta:
Don’t want to stray from timeless then stick with terracotta. They are
an investment, but definitely worth it.
Terracotta planters add that aire of
timeless beauty. Terracotta pots can be
found at your local supplier or yard sale.

10. Structural:
Weather cast, metal, terracotta,
ceramic – these planters can be
found everywhere – and I adore
them when they are used repetitively
as shown here. They make such
a statement and can add instant
privacy to your yard. I love how their
shown here with up lights in the
deck. Truly a simple but great design
feature – available everywhere – from
restorationhardware.com.

Happy Summer
Everyone!
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